A communication system has a master device and a slave device clocked by the system clock generated by the master device for data transfer between them. When no data transfer takes place between them for a predetermined period, the slave device goes into a sleep mode. The slave device in the sleep mode can return to the active mode when it receives a system clock. Thus, the slave device can be placed in the sleep mode and return to the active mode without any additional signal lines. The communication system can save a large amount of power during the sleep.
FIG. 1
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MASTER-SLAVE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM AND ELECTRONIC APPARATUS UTILIZING SUCH SYSTEM

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The invention relates to a master-slave communication system for use in serial data transfer between a master device and a slave device, and to electronic apparatus utilizing such a system.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] In conventional master-slave systems transferring data, a limited number of data transfer lines including a clock line, data lines, and chip selection lines are established between them to transfer synchronized serial data. Such conventional master-slave communication systems are widely used for inter-chip communication in many electronic apparatuses including cellular phones.

[0003] In this type of conventional communication system, slave devices must be held active at all time in order to wait for incoming signals. Therefore, the slave devices cannot be inactivated (sleep mode) even when they do not receive any data for a long time.

[0004] Hence, when used in electronic apparatus such as a cellular phone that utilizes batteries, conventional master-slave systems waste electric power during disconnected periods, shortening life of the batteries. This becomes serious when a multiplicity of slave devices are involved.

[0005] It is possible to save power during disconnected periods by providing additional signal lines between the master device and the slave device to inform the status of the slave device and control the slave device. However, in order to do this, the number of the signal lines must be increased, which inevitably increase the size, and hence the cost, of the system.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0006] It is therefore an object of the invention to provide a communication system for use in synchronized serial data transfer between a master device and a slave device, the slave device adapted to assume a sleep mode when it is not in communication with the master device, without increasing the number of signal lines connecting them, whereby power consumption by the slave is saved when the slave device is not in communication.

[0007] It is another object of the invention to provide electronic apparatus utilizing such master-slave communication system.

[0008] In one aspect of the invention, there is provided a communication system comprising:

[0009] a master device; and

[0010] at least one slave device connected with said master device by a clock line and at least one data line, said slave device and said master device are adapted to serially exchange data in synchronism with the system clock generated by said master device, wherein

[0011] the slave device goes into a sleep or quiescent mode when no data transfer takes place between the master and the slave devices for a predetermined period; and

[0012] the slave device in the sleep mode returns to the active mode upon receipt of at least one system clock.

[0013] In this system, a time interval in which no communication is made between the master and the slave devices (the interval hereinafter referred to as zero communication time) is measured by either the master device or the slave device to detect the status of the slave device that it is not in communication (the status will be referred to as zero communication). When the zero communication time exceeds the predetermined period, the zero communication status is detected, and then the slave device goes into the sleep mode where the slave device stays inactive (i.e. quiescent not participating in communication). This permits reduction of power consumption by the slave device.

[0014] The slave device in the sleep mode is adapted to respond to a return request from the master device by detecting a system clock and possibly dummy data accompanying the system clock. This enables the slave device to restore its active state without any extra signal lines.

[0015] In another aspect of the invention, there is provided a communication system which includes

[0016] a master device; and

[0017] at least one slave device connected with the master device by a clock line and at least one data line, wherein

[0018] the slave device has a host controller, a serial interface (I/F) equipped with a buffer, and an internal clock; and wherein

[0019] said slave device and said master device are adapted to serially exchange data in synchronism with said system clock;

[0020] the slave device goes into a sleep mode when zero communication status lasts a predetermined period; and

[0021] upon receipt of a system clock and data from the master device, the slave device in the sleep mode stores the data in the memory buffer and restores its active state. As the slave device returns to the active state, the host controller retrieves the data stored in the buffer into the host controller.

[0022] This communication system may save electric power equally well as the preceding system. The slave device in the sleep mode is adapted to respond to a return request from the master device by detecting a system clock and data accompanying the system clock, and returns to the active state. The slave device is also adapted to store the data in the buffer. The stored data is transferred from the memory buffer to the host controller as legitimate data as the slave device returns to the active state. In this manner, the data received during the return request can be used as legitimate data, so that no dummy data is necessary. Thus, the slave device requires only a short time to restore its active state (said restoration time will be referred to as return process time), thereby allowing the communication system to carry out fast serial communication.
In the slave device, the host controller may be continually clocked by the internal clock, but not the serial I/F, by providing the internal clock to the host controller but not to the serial I/F during the sleep mode. This makes it possible to reduce the power consumption by the serial I/F to virtually zero during the sleep, and shorten the return process time.

When the slave device is in the sleep mode, clocking of both the serial I/F and the host controller may be stopped by not providing the internal clock to them. In this mode power consumption by the serial I/F and the host controller is further reduced to virtually zero in the slave device.

The zero communication time can be determined by a timer provided in the slave device. Thus, return procedure of the slave device can be carried out by the slave device by itself.

In a further aspect of the invention, there is provided an electronic apparatus equipped with a master-slave communication system as described above.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

The invention will now be described by way of example with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

**FIG. 1** is a block diagram of a first communication system according to the invention;

**FIG. 2** is a timing diagram of the slave device shown in FIG. 1 returning from a sleep mode to an active mode;

**FIGS. 3(a) and (b)** are flowcharts depicting operations of the communication system of FIG. 1;

**FIG. 4** is a block diagram of a second communication system according to the invention;

**FIG. 5** is a timing diagram of the slave device shown in FIG. 4 returning from a sleep mode to an active mode; and

**FIGS. 6(a) and (b)** are flowcharts depicting operations of the communication system of FIG. 4.

**DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT**

Referring now to FIG. 1, there is shown a first embodiment of a master-slave communication system according to the invention. FIG. 2 shows a timing diagram of the communication system of FIG. 1, with the slave device in a sleep mode returning to an active mode. Flowcharts of FIGS. 3(a) and (b) depict the operations of the communication system carried out by the master device (FIG. 3(a)) and the slave device (FIG. 3(b)).

As shown in FIG. 1, a first communication system 100 has a slave device 10 and a master device 50, which are connected by a system clock line S1, an up data line S2, and a down data line S3. A chip select signal line (not shown) may be also connected to the chip as needed.

System clock CLK is generated by the master device 50 and supplied onto the system clock line S1. The master device 50 may be formed of a general purpose one-chip microcomputer. The up data line S2 transmits data TX issued by the slave device 10 to the master device 50. The down data line S3 transmits data RX issued by the master device 50 to the slave device 10. These data are transferred in synchronism with the system clock CLK.

The slave device 10 has a host controller 11, which includes a CPU and a serial interface (I/F) 12. The serial I/F 12 converts parallel data received from the host controller 11 into serial data and transfers the converted data TX to the master-device 50 in synchronism with the system clock CLK. The serial I/F 12 also receives serial data RX from the master device 50 in synchronism with the system clock CLK, and converts the data into parallel data before storing them in the host controller 11. To do this, the host controller 11 and the serial I/F 12 are coupled with address data ADD, date data DATA, control signals C1 and C2, and a slave clock CLKs to thereby cooperate with each other.

The host controller 11 is provided with a timer (not shown) to measure and determine the time interval in which the master and the slave devices are not in communication with each other (said time interval referred to as zero communication time). When a determination is made that the zero communication time exceeds a predetermined time, a transition trigger signal T1 is generated by the timer to cause the slave device 10 to go into a sleep mode.

In the sleep mode, the slave clock of the slave device 10 is stopped, but the power supply to the slave device 10 will not be cut down, leaving the slave device quiescent or sleeping. Stopping the slave clock advantageously leads to substantially zero power consumption by the slave device.

The serial I/F 12 is provided with a return trigger generator (not shown), which generates a return trigger signal T2 to wake up the sleeping slave device 10 upon receipt of a system clock CLK and data RX from the master device 50. Alternatively, the return trigger signal T2 may be generated based solely on the system clock CLK.

The generation of the return trigger signal T2 upon receipt of the system clock and the data RX is effected by detecting for example a voltage or a current associated with the clock CLK and/or data RX. Thus, the generation of a return trigger signal T2 does not require a slave clock CLKS. Data received by the slave device 10 during the sleep is not saved.

A clock generator 13 is provided in the slave device 10 to generate an internal slave clock CLKS. The clock generator 13 stops its oscillation and terminates generation of the slave clock CLKS when it receives a transition trigger signal T1, and restarts its operation as it receives a return trigger signal T2. The clock generator 13 may be provided in the host controller 11.

Operations of the first communication system 100 will now be described with reference to the timing diagram shown in FIG. 2 and the flowcharts of the master device 50 and the slave device 10 shown in FIGS. 3(a) and (b), respectively.

Under normal operating condition, the master device 50 and the slave device 10 of the first communication system 100 exchange data as needed. During a data transfer,
the clock generator 13 generates a slave clock CLKS, and the host controller 11 and the serial I/F 12 are active.

[0045] In this active mode, when a data transmission/reception event takes place in the master device 50 (Step 101, FIG. 3(d)), data transmission/reception will be started, since then the slave device 10 is not in the sleep mode (Step 102). On the other hand, since the slave device 10 is not in the sleep mode (Step 111) as shown in FIG. 3(b), it readily begins data transmission/reception operation (Step 118) if there is any data received from the master device (Step 112).

[0046] If the data transfer between the master device 50 and the slave device 10 has ceased at least temporarily, the timer in the host controller 11 begins to time that quiescent interval. If the data transfer is resumed within a predetermined period, the timer is reset to zero. However, if the quiescent interval reaches the predetermined period, then the host controller 11 provides a transition trigger signal T1 to the clock generator 13 to stop the oscillation of the clock generator 13. This causes the host controller 11 and the serial I/F 12 to make transition from the active state to the sleep state, thereby reducing the power consumption by the slave device 10 to substantially zero level.

[0047] In the sleep mode, the slave device 10 sets the line for the outgoing data TX to a low (L) level, which in turn causes the up data line S2 to stay in the low (L) level. Knowing that the up data line S2 has been pulled to the L level for the predetermined period, the master device 50 recognizes that the slave device 10 has fallen in the sleep mode.

[0048] If a data transmission/reception event takes place in the master device 50 (Step 101), the master device 50 inquires if the slave device is in the sleep mode (Step 102). If the answer is YES, then the master device proceeds to Step 103, where it sends a system clock CLK and dummy data to the slave device 10 (Step 103). The dummy data may be prepared beforehand in the master device 50 or may be replaced by actual or legitimate data.

[0049] Subsequent to the transmission of the system clock CLK and the dummy data, the master device 50 monitors the slave device 10 (Step 104) and determines if the slave device 10 has returned to the active state (Step 105). This can be done by checking the level of the up data line S2. This monitoring will be continued until a confirmation is made that the slave device 10 has restored the active state.

[0050] On the other hand, although the slave device 10 is in the sleep mode (Step 111), the serial I/F 12 of the slave device receives dummy data D0-D7 if they come in synchronism with the system clock CLK (Step 113). The serial I/F 12 accepts the dummy data at each rise of the system clock CLK. The reception of the dummy data by the serial I/F 12 implies detection or recognition of the arrival of dummy data by the slave device.

[0051] The detection of the dummy data results in generation of a return trigger signal T2 by the serial I/F 12 (Step 114) as shown in FIG. 2. Alternatively, the return trigger signal T2 may be generated upon detection of a predetermined number of system clocks by the serial I/F 12.

[0052] The clock generator 13 is started up by a return trigger signal T2 supplied to it (Step 115), which in turn generates a slave clock CLKS. The slave clock CLKS generated by the clock generator 13 enables the host controller 11 to return to the active state (Step 116). Then the serial I/F 12 is enabled to return to the active state (Step 117). This causes the slave device 10 to regain its active state and become able to undergo normal data transfer with the master device (Step 118).

[0053] The slave device 10 requires a certain period τ (referred to as return process time) to restore its active state subsequent to the generation of a return trigger signal T2, as shown in FIG. 2. After the return process time τ, the data line for the outgoing data TX is pulled to a high (H) level and so is the up data line S2 to the H level. This change is informed to the master device 50.

[0054] The master device 50 thus confirms the return of the slave device 10 to the active state (Step 105). At this stage, data transfer between them is possible (Step 106).

[0055] Instead of providing the host controller 11 of the slave device 10 with the timer for measuring the zero communication time, a timer may be provided in the master device 50 to carry out similar control of the slave device. In this case, the slave device 10 is monitored and controlled by the timer such that the slave device goes into the sleep mode when the zero communication time lasts the predetermined period. In this case, all the communications of the entire system are controlled by the master device 50, so that the transitions of the slave device 10 between the sleep mode and the active mode can be controlled without any difficulty.

[0056] It would be appreciated that in FIG. 1 the system can advantageously suppress power consumption during the sleep mode, since the clock generator 13 is then stopped, rendering the entire slave device 10 quiescent. In this mode, however, the slave device 10 requires a little longer return process time τ, because in order for the slave device to restore its active state it must first restart the clock generator 13, then host controller 11, and finally the serial I/F 12.

[0057] As an alternative, the serial I/F 12 can be kept quiescent while keeping the clock generator 13 running and the host controller 11 active in the sleep mode. It is noted that in this instance it is easy to keep the serial I/F 12 quiescent, since the serial I/F 12 is already under the control of host controller 11. It is appreciated that in this configuration the return process time can be shorter. Furthermore, because the energy consuming serial I/F 12 can be kept quiescent in the sleep mode, power consumption by the slave device 10 can be effectively reduced.

[0058] FIG. 4 shows a second communication system 200 suitable for synchronized serial data transfer according to the invention. FIG. 5 shows the timing of the slave device 20 returning from the sleep mode to the active mode. The master device 50 and the slave device 20 follow respective return procedures depicted in FIGS. 6(a) and (b).

[0059] In the second embodiment shown herein, the system is provided with a memory buffer dedicated for storing the data received from the master device during the sleep. Such memory buffer permits the slave device 20 to cut wasteful return process time and re-establish fast data transfer with the master device 50.

[0060] The second communication system 200 of the invention - as shown in FIG. 4 is adapted to carry out synchronized serial communication. The system has a slave
The slave device 20 has a host controller 21 which includes a CPU, a serial I/F 22, a clock generator 23, and a memory buffer 24. As compared with the device shown in FIG. 1, the slave device 20 additionally has the memory buffer 24.

The dedicated memory buffer 24 receives and stores data serially sent from the master device 50 in synchronism with the system clock CLK. The data thus stored is then parallely retrieved into the host controller 21 in synchronism with the slave clock CLKS generated by the host controller 21. The memory buffer 24 has a storage capacity in the range from 1 to a few bytes.

Other components such as host controller 21, serial I/F 22, clock generator 23 can be the same as the corresponding components shown in FIG. 1, so that their descriptions will be omitted.

Referring now to the timing diagram of FIG. 5 and the flowcharts of the master device 50 and the slave device 20 as shown in FIGS. 6(a) and (b), respectively, operations of the second communication system 200 will now be described.

In the communication system 200, the master device 50 and the slave device 20 exchange data as needed under normal operating condition, as in the first embodiment 100.

If the data transfer between the master device 50 and the slave device 20 has ceased and become quiescent at least temporarily, the timer in the host controller 21 begins to time that quiescent period. If the data transfer is resumed within a predetermined period, the timer is reset to zero. However, if the timed quiescent period has reached the predetermined time, then the host controller 21 issues a transition trigger signal T1 to the clock generator 23 to stop the oscillation of the clock generator 23. The stopping of the slave clock CLKS stops the host controller 21 and the serial I/F 22, thereby reducing the power consumption by the slave device 20 to substantially zero.

In the sleep mode, the slave device 20 sets the line for the data TX to a low (L) level, which in turn causes the up data line S2 to stay in the low (L) level. Knowing that the up data line S2 has been pulled to the L level for the predetermined period, the master device 50 recognizes that the slave device 20 has fallen in the sleep mode.

If a data transmission/reception event takes place in the master device 50 (Step 101), the master device 50 inquires if the slave device 20 is in the sleep mode (Step 102). If the answer is YES, then the master device proceeds to Step 203, where the master device sends a system clock CLK and dummy data to the slave device 20 (Step 203). This data is not dummy data but it is legitimate.

Subsequent to the transmission of the system clock CLK and the data, the master device 50 monitors the slave device 20 (Step 104) and determines if the slave device 20 has returned to the active mode (Step 105). This can be done by checking the level of the up data line S2. This monitoring will be continued until a confirmation is made that the slave device 20 has restored the active state.

On the other hand, although the slave device 20 is in the sleep mode (Step 111), the slave device 20 receives the system clock CLK and data D0-D7 sent from the master device 50 (Step 113).

The sequence of data D0-D7 thus received, now denoted as RXB in FIG. 5, is stored in the memory buffer 24 one at a time at the rise of the system clock CLK (Step 211).

In parallel with the reception of the data by the memory buffer 24, the serial I/F 22 also receives the system clock CLK (or alternatively the system clock CLK and the data D0-D7). Upon detection of the predetermined number of the system clocks CLK received, a return trigger signal T2 is generated (Step 114).

The return trigger signal T2 is supplied to the clock generator 23 to start up the clock generator 23 (Step 115). The clock generator 23 in turn generates a slave clock CLKS to reactivate the host controller 21 (Step 116). The serial I/F 22 is also reactivated (Step 117).

The host controller 21 parallely retrieves the data from the memory buffer 24 the return process time τ after the trigger.

Next, the slave device 20 sets the line for the data TX, and hence the up data line S2, to H level, thereby informing the master device 50 of the change in the state of the slave device 20. Now that the slave device 20 has returned to the active state, it is capable of executing normal data communication (Step 118).

As to the master device 50, when it is confirmed that the slave device 20 has returned to the active state (Step 105), the master device 50 can start data communication with the slave device 20 (Step 106). Thus, the master device 50 resumes sending the remaining data that follows the piece of data sent to the sleeping slave device 20.

Incidentally, the data stored in the memory buffer 24 during the sleep is transferred therefrom to the host controller 21 when the slave device returns to the active mode so that the data can be used as part of the original data in the resumed data communication. The stored data can be also used as buffered data.

In the second embodiment shown herein, when the slave device 20 is in the sleep mode, the serial I/F 22 can be kept quiescent to save power consumption while keeping the clock generator 23 and the host controller 21 enabled. Because of this feature, the return process time τ can be made shorter, and in addition power consumption by the slave device 20 greatly reduced during the sleep.

In the descriptions of the first and the second embodiments above, it is tacitly assumed that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the master and slave devices. However, the invention is not limited to this configuration. For example, a multiplicity of slave devices may be connected with one master device.

When a multiplicity of slave devices 10, . . . (or 20, . . .) are connected, the first and the second embodiments need be partly modified, as follows.
First, chip select lines are provided connecting the respective slave devices (10, ..., (or 20, ..., ) with the master device (50). Selection of a particular slave device (10, ..., (or 20, ..., ) is made by pulling the chip select line associated with the slave device to L (or H) level.

Timers are provided between the master device (50) and the respective slave devices (10, ..., (or 20, ..., ) to measure individual zero communication times of the slave devices. A serial sleep instruction is sent to each of the slave devices (10, ..., (or 20, ..., ) found not in communication with the master device for a time interval that exceeds the predetermined period to sleep the slave device.

Those slave sleeping devices (10, ..., (or 20, ..., ) may restore the active mode in response to a return request from the master device (50). In returning to the active mode, the slave device pulls its line for the data TX (and hence up data line S2) to H level for a predetermined period of time and then pulls it down to L level. On the other hand, the master device (50) confirms the return of a designated slave device (10, ..., (or 20, ..., ) by detecting the temporary rise of the up data line S2 subsequent to the return request.

An alternative approach to find a quiescent (i.e., non-communicating) slave device (10, ..., (or 20, ..., ) is to look for a chip select line which has not been selected for a predetermined period, so that the slave device associated with the chip select line may be set in the sleep mode. The slave device set in the sleep mode may be returned to the active state mode when the associated chip select line is selected. In this case, however, since the master device cannot judge if the selected slave device is in the sleep mode or not, the master device preferably sends dummy message before sending legitimate data to the slave device.

With these modifications, a single master device may deal with a multiplicity of slave devices (10, ..., (or 20, ..., ) in just the same way as in the first and the second embodiments.

What we claim is:

1. A communication system, comprising:
   a master device generating a system clock; and
   at least one slave device connected with said master device by a clock line and at least one data line, wherein said slave device and said master device are adapted to serially exchange data in synchronism with said system clock;
   said slave device goes into a sleep mode when zero communication status lasts a predetermined period; and
   upon receipt of at least one system clock, said slave device in said sleep mode returns to the active state.

2. The communication system according to claim 1, wherein
   said slave device has a serial interface (I/F), a host controller, and an internal clock; and
   said internal clock is provided to said host controller but not to said serial I/F in said sleep mode.

3. The communication system according to claim 2, wherein duration of said zero communication status is determined by a timer provided in said slave device.

4. The communication system according to claim 1, wherein
   said slave device has a serial interface (I/F), a host controller, and an internal clock; and
   said internal clock is not provided to said serial interface (I/F) nor to said host controller in said sleep mode.

5. The communication system according to claim 4, wherein duration of said zero communication status is determined by a timer provided in said slave device.

6. A communication system, comprising:
   a master device generating a system clock; and
   at least one slave device connected with said master device by a clock line and at least one data line, wherein
   said slave device having a host controller and a serial interface (I/F) equipped with a memory buffer,
   said slave device and said master device are adapted to serially exchange data in synchronism with said system clock;
   said slave device goes into a sleep mode when zero communication status lasts a predetermined period; and
   upon receipt of a system clock and data from said master device, said slave device in said sleep mode stores said data in said memory buffer and restores its active state; and
   said host controller retrieves said data from said memory buffer as said slave device returns to said active state.

7. The communication system according to claim 6, wherein
   said slave device further has an internal clock; and
   said internal clock is provided to said host controller but not to said serial I/F in said sleep mode.

8. The communication system according to claim 7, wherein duration of said zero communication status is determined by a timer provided in said slave device.

9. The communication system according to claim 6, wherein
   said slave device further has an internal clock; and
   said internal clock is not provided to said host controller in said sleep mode.

10. The communication system according to claim 9, wherein duration of said zero communication status is determined by a timer provided in said slave device.

11. An electronic apparatus having a communication system including
   a master device generating a system clock; and
   at least one slave device connected with said master device by a clock line and at least one data line, wherein
   said slave device and said master device are adapted to serially exchange data in synchronism with said system clock;
   said slave device goes into a sleep mode when zero communication status lasts a predetermined period; and
upon receipt of at least one system clock, said slave device in said sleep mode returns to the active state.

12. The electronic apparatus according to claim 11, wherein said slave device has a serial interface (I/F), a host controller, and an internal clock; and

said internal clock is provided to said host controller but not to said serial I/F in said sleep mode.

13. The electronic apparatus according to claim 12, wherein duration of said zero communication status is determined by a timer provided in said slave device.

14. The electronic apparatus according to claim 11, wherein

said slave device has a serial interface (I/F), a host controller, and an internal clock; and

said internal clock is not provided to said serial interface (I/F) nor to said host controller in the sleep mode.

15. The electronic apparatus according to claim 14, wherein duration of said zero communication status is determined by a timer provided in said slave device.

16. An electronic apparatus having a communication system which includes a master device generating a system clock and at least one slave device connected with said master device by a clock line and at least one data line, wherein

said slave device having a host controller and a serial interface (I/F) equipped with a memory buffer,

said slave device and said master device are adapted to serially exchange data in synchronism with said system clock;

said slave device goes into a sleep mode when zero communication status lasts a predetermined period;

upon receipt of a system clock and data from said master device, said slave device in said sleep mode stores said data in said memory buffer and restores its active state; and

said host controller retrieves said data from said memory buffer as said slave device returns to said active state.

17. The electronic apparatus according to claim 16, wherein

said slave device further has an internal clock; and

said internal clock is provided to said host controller but not to said serial I/F in said sleep mode.

18. The electronic apparatus according to claim 17, wherein duration of said zero communication status is determined by a timer provided in said slave device.

19. The electronic apparatus according to claim 16, wherein

said slave device further has an internal clock; and

said internal clock is not provided to said serial interface (I/F) nor to said host controller in said sleep mode.

20. The electronic apparatus according to claim 19, wherein duration of said zero communication status is determined by a timer provided in said slave device.

* * * * *